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FOR TITLE AND SETTLEMENT PROFESSIONALS: National title consulting company pairs
with electronic office management systems company in free webinar presentation
August 19, 2011 – Teresa Williams, CEO of Mid-Atlantic Title Consultants/National Title
Consultants and Todd Hougaard, EVP of GreenFolders, announce a free webinar directed towards
title and settlement professionals throughout the United States.
Attendees will have a choice of September 7th or 8th at 11:00 am EDT to attend this free webinar.
The title of the webinar is "The Electronic Title Agent Office: An independent title consultant's view
on why now is the time your office should become electronic, and how to do it." Panelists will focus
on staff, underwriter, auditor and owner practices that produce satisfied customers. Common
profitability and productivity roadblocks and solutions will also be presented, as well as specific
steps for reducing business expenses.
"Electronic files are replacing paper files at an accelerating pace throughout the title and settlement
industry" states Todd Hougaard, Executive VP of GreenFolders. He continues, "This change isn't
about 'going paperless' as much as it is about running a smart and efficient agency. This webinar
provides an opportunity for all agents to learn from professionals that work with agents every day on
how and why the leading agencies are updating their operations to work without paper."
According to Teresa R. Williams, CEO of MATC and NTC, “In the midst of companies trying to
keep expenses in check without losing site of the importance of educating staff and management, this
webinar will allow attendees to learn from what we see every day in agent offices and learn from this
information without leaving the convenience and comfort of their office.”
About GreenFolders
GreenFolders, Inc, provides innovative electronic office management software solutions that help
businesses reach their potential by becoming more efficient, using less paper, and collaborating more
effectively.
About National Title Consultants and Mid-Atlantic Title Consultants
National Title Consultants and Mid-Atlantic Title Consultants, LLC are title professionals working
for title professionals. The staff of MATC and NTC has been involved in all areas of the business –
including training, continuing education, recordation, policy prep, escrow reconciliation, and
forensic services – and pride themselves on the practical day to day experiences they bring to their
clients.
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